1994 isuzu rodeo engine

Isuzu has used both its own engines and General Motors -built engines. Isuzu's first petrol
engines were license built Hillman units for the locally assembled Minx , from Power is In this
was updated to the GH12 , a square design with a Isuzu considered the B engine their "small"
truck engine. Initially designed in as a 3. Isuzu's C-series engine was a mainstay for their light
truck production, as well as for industrial and marine uses. The engine was introduced in ; by
over 2 million units had been produced. This family of engines started as the swirl chamber
design, later modified into direct injection 4EE1 , final improvement into a valve direct common
rail injection 4EE2. The J-series direct injection diesel engine was introduced in , in 2. It
replaced the somewhat smaller C engine ; later on 3. The Isuzu i-Series utilizes General Motors
-built inline five-cylinder engines. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article.
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version. There is also a three-cylinder version called the 3AA1. This engine shares the bore and
stroke of the C four-cylinder diesel and 2AA1 two-cylinder. There is also a two-cylinder version
called the 2AB1. The 1. The engine block and associated components for the USA market Isuzu
G-series engines were locally produced under license by a GM engine casting and assembly
plant in Flint, Michigan. The eight-valve 1. The G has a three main bearing crankshaft , whereas
the G has five bearings. Part of the "Z" engine family, this was later renamed the 4ZA1. The 2.
Unlike the 1. This 2-liter inline-four is a gasoline-powered version of the diesel C It has an 8. The
larger 1. It was a development of the earlier G engine. It is a four-cylinder version of the 6BB1.
The 4BC2 is a 3. The 4BD1 is a 3. Power output varied. The 4BD1T is a turbocharged version of
the 3. Also used in jeepneys built in Batangas. The 4BE1 is a 3. It is a high revving high output
diesel on its VE-Rotary Zexel injection pump. The 4BG1 is a 4. The C is a 2. It was also fitted to
the Delta Mini Cruiser for the European market. For later industrial and marine applications, this
engine has been called 4AA1. C C C The C, C, C is a 2. The C was often used in stationary and
forklift applications. For later industrial and marine applications, this engine has been called
4AB1. The DL is a long-stroke 2. It was fitted to the Isuzu Elf. In it was replaced by the more
modern DL engine. There is also a 1. It was fitted to the Isuzu Bellel. The fuel injection was a
licensed Bosch unit. The DL is a 2. Like its smaller sister, the DL used a license-built Bosch fuel
injection unit. The turbocharged and intercooled version first seen in the Isuzu Gemini. This
engine formed the basis for the common rail , direct injection 4EE2 engine now produced by
Opel. It was available in versions of , and latest PS. All modifications of the original 4EE2 are
physically only minor and can be considered tuning instead of an all-new development. All the
A17 engines are almost identical to the 4EE2 base engine, the main changes are in the ECU,
control software, camshaft position sensing wheel, added sensors exhaust temperature ,
injector upgrades and modifications of the engine cover, resulting in shifting oil cap position.
The latest engine tuning and highest power specification, still within EURO5 emission standard.
The engine block remained unchanged from until The 4FB1 is a 1. It was also available with
electronic fuel injection Bosch and with a turbocharger. The 4FC1 is a 2. The 4HE1-T is a direct
injection turbocharged engine of 4. Applications include the Isuzu NQR Applications include the
Isuzu NPR Applications include the Isuzu NPR [31]. Applications include Isuzu NQR The 4HL1 is
a common rail direct injection high-pressure fuel injection system diesel engine of 4. The
4HL1-N is a common rail direct injection high-pressure fuel injection system diesel engine of 4.
The 4HL1-TC is a common rail direct injection turbocharged and intercooled high-pressure fuel
injection system diesel engine of 4. The 4HL1-TCS is a common rail direct injection
turbocharged and intercooled high-pressure fuel injection system diesel engine of 4. The 4JA1
is a direct injection 8V and 16v engine. The current 4JA1-L engine is turbocharged but not
intercooled with an Unlike its predecessor which used conventional Direct Injection , it uses a
High Pressure Common rail Direct Injection system and Diesel particulate filter [33] ,thus
achieving Euro 4 emission. It is used in Isuzu Traviz [34]. The 4JB1 is a 4-cylinder naturally
aspirated watercooled in-line direct injection and also a high revving high output diesel engine
with its VE rotary injection pump. Horse power is 90ps industrial version. This motor was also
installed in Isuzu Elf and other light trucks. It was intercooled in some applications. Upgrades to
common-rail direct injection to bring emissions up to National 4 standards and even 16V DOHC
valve-trains are also in production. The 4JK1-TC is a common-rail direct injection intercooled
turbo-diesel engine. The 4JK1-TCX is an in line direct injection electronic common rail diesel
engine with a variable geometry system VGS turbocharger and a compression ratio originally at

The original version is still used in the South African version of the new D-Max, the Isuzu KB,
and with the compression ratio reduced to Certified to the Euro5b emission standard with a The
4JG1 engine has a trochoid type oil pump, gear driven from the camshaft. The fuel system
operates by plunger and nozzle and is of the high pressure solid injection type Zexel in-line
Bosch A-type. The starter motor is a 12 V unit. The firing order Notable differences include a
reduced compression ratio of The 4JG2 is an indirect injection engine. The 4JH1-T is a 3. On
some models it features an electronically controlled injection pump. The 4JH1-TC is a 3. The
4JJ1-TC is a 3. It has a With the introduction of Isuzu's "BluePower" system for improved
economy in , the compression ratio was further reduced to Dry Weight: kg Oil Capacity:
Dimensions - L x W x H mm x mm x mm SAE 3 flywheel housing Dry Weight: kg Dimensions:
mm x mm x mm The 4JX1 is a 3. It uses unit injectors and 4 valves per cylinder. Dry Weight: kg
Coolant Capacity: 9. DOHC 24V turbocharged engine of cc displacement. A 6-cylinder diesel
engine launched in using the Giga. Those use a coolant sensor 2 wire for the PCM to read and a
single wire temp sender for the gauge Was this answer helpful? There for I removed it. After
completing the installation of the engine it cranks over and gets gas but won't start? Was this
answer helpful? If you have like a 24 tooth on the 94 and the 96 had like a 58 then it's not
compatible and the only way to make it work is to put the same thing on the newer engine. But
not having one apart can't say Was this answer helpful? I tried a few days ago to start it, and it
turned over, but not enough to start up. Then it acted like the battery had died, no power to
anything, weak beeping sound. I tried jumpstarting it, then put in a new battery, but I have no
power at all, not even enough to turn on dome lights. When I turn the key, it does nothing. Could
it be the ignition, or the starter? Try to start ignition fues pops what to do with this Was this
answer helpful? Can you specify the location of the fuse? Was any repairs carried out prior to
this occurring? Are you able to crank the engine? I have checked for voltage at fuel pump there
is none. I have also jumpered power to fuel pump and it will run that way but engine will not
start. I sprayed starting fluid into throttle body and it will run. I have checked all fuses to pump
and all relays but still no voltage to fuel pump. I have checked wires all the way up into the
vehicle but from there Im lost any help would be appreciated Was this answer helpful? Release
fuel pressure. Install a fuel pressure gauge between fuel pressure regulator and fuel distributor
pipe. See Fig. Bleed air from fuel line going to pressure gauge. This is a 4-wire connector with
Black and Blue wires in harness. Start engine and measure fuel pressure at idle. Disconnect fuel
pressure regulator vacuum hose. Note fuel pressure at idle with vacuum hose disconnected no
vacuum. Fuel pressure should be 42 psi 3. If fuel pump pressure is low, check for fuel leaks,
restrictions in intake side of fuel pump, leaking injectors, faulty pressure regulator or faulty fuel
pump. If fuel pressure is high, check for restrictions in return line to tank or faulty pressure
regulator. If pressure does not change when pressure regulator is disconnected, replace
pressure regulator. Reconnect pressure regulator vacuum hose and check fuel pressure with
vacuum. Fuel pressure should be 35 psi 2. Apply battery voltage to VSV connector Blue wire
terminal, and ground Black wire terminal with vacuum. Fuel pressure gauge should read about
42 psi 3. If fuel pressure is not within specification, check for defective VSV. Disconnect and
plug vacuum hose from fuel pressure regulator. Stop engine and ensure fuel pressure remains
greater than 35 psi 2. If pressure drops, check for leaking injectors, faulty pressure regulator or
bad check valve in fuel pump. If engine does not start, by-pass fuel pump relay to check for fuel
pressure. Connect a jumper wire between terminals No. If fuel pump does not operate, check for
battery voltage to terminal No. If battery voltage is present, check for open in fuel pump circuit.
If fuel pump operates with jumper wire installed, check fuel pump relay and relay energizing
circuit. Repair as necessary. NOTE: Begin basic fuel system diagnosis with testing fuel
pressure. Fuel Pump Relay 1. Relay is also energized from diode box "A" through oil pressure
switch circuit in case of charging system failure. When energized, fuel pump relay closes power
circuit from main fuse No. Using jumper wires, ground terminal No. There should be continuity
between terminals No. If continuity is not present, replace relay. Those use a coolant sensor 2
wire for the PCM to read and a single wire temp sender for the gauge Was this answer. Then
there is a bad connection where you plug it in try tweeking the prongs on relay and see if that
works. Was this answer. I installed a newer engine in a 94 Isuzu the engine is from a 96 Isuzu it
came equipped with individual coil packs and the 94 engine has spark plug wires to a coil packs
instead of each coil packs buy them self I installed it with the old injectors, intake, throttle body,
new spark plug wires, original wiring harness to the truck, and sensors from the 94 engine I
noticed the 96 engine has a sensor located on the timing cover located on the cam area and the
94 engine didn't. It may have a different ignition system like a more tooth reluctor wheel which
in your case would not work at all. But not having one apart can't say Was this answer. I have a
94 rodeo when. Try to start ignition fues pops what to do with this Was this answer. There is a
shorting somewhere causing the ignition fuse to blow. Electrical problem Question 6 cyl Two

Wheel Drive Manual I have a rodeo that won't start the other day while driving it suddenly died. I
have checked wires all the way up into the vehicle but from there Im lost any help would be
appreciated Was this answer. Ok after jumpering 1, 3 connections to get fuel pump to run it will
but engine will still not start even with fuel pump engaged and running Was this answer. Check
for spark and compression, one is missing Look on our how to section at the top right of the
page for help with those two It has spark and compression it will start and run if I spray starting
fluid in the throttle body Was this answer. I also checked ignition module and ita was okay. I
Ichecked for continuity of the wires from the fuel pump all the way to the computer. On the other
side of the harness I have voltage. I was wondering if the computer could be at fault I have
never heard of one failing while driving Was this answer. Can you give me the engine size? And
have you tried to retrieve any fualt codes? Here's how to do that, post any codes found. I have
absolutely no power to the computer I have checked all fuses and relays they all checked out
fine I also have pulled the plugs from computer and there seems to be voltage to the computer
but I don't know which color wire is the power wire so basically there is no way to check for any
codes Was this answer. It is recommended that "high-current" fuses be replaced by a qualified
technician. Touch positive voltmeter lead to each ground terminal. With vehicle running,
voltmeter should indicate less than one volt. If reading is greater than one volt, check for open,
corrosion and loose connection on ground lead. Remove relay from connector. Test for
continuity between terminals No. Continuity should exist. Continuity should not exist. Apply
battery voltage between terminals No. Replace relay if defective. Please login or register to post
a reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. The Crankshaft Sensor And Battery. How to fix an
engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is
essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty.
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Valve Stem Seal. Valve Stem Seal Kit. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. AC Delco. Beck Arnley. DIY
Solutions. DNJ Rock. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Timing Belt Kit. Click to
Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Dayco Timing Belt. Product List Price:.
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Dayco Timing Belt - Camshaft. Dayco Timing Belt
Kit. Dayco K1 Timing Belt Kit. ITM Timing Belt. Airtex Timing Belt Kit. ContiTech Timing Belt Kit.
ContiTech Timing Belt. Features: OE-Equivalent and a direct fit application. Precision molded
teeth. Low noise operation. Resistant to high temperatures. Durable long life performance. This
kit includes the late-design tensioner bearing and does not include the tensioner push rod
assembly order separately. If the tensioner on the vehicle is an early-design version no longer
available and is being replaced with this tensioner, it is stongly recommended that the tensioner
push rod assembly also be replaced with the late-design version Cloyes Timing Belt - Camshaft.
Features: Cloyes' timing belts utilize the latest in design and technology to meet or exceed OEM
performance requirements and ensure quiet and maintenance-free experience Cloyes parts are
CAD designed and manufactured using premium materials. Each part is extensively tested and
measured for function, fitment, and durability to ensure optimal performance Cloyes
recommends the belt tensioner s and belt idler s also be replaced when the belt is replaced as
these components play a vital role system stability and accurate timing Refer to our online
catalog for detailed application-specific information Keep your engine's valve train in perfect
time with Cloyes, the world leader in timing drive systems. Cloyes Timing Belt Kit. Features:
Cloyes utilizes the latest in design and technology to offer complete timing belt kits that meet or

exceed OEM performance requirements and ensure quiet and maintenance-free experience
Conveniently packaged in one box, these kits may include a timing belt, belt tensioner pulley,
and belt idler Cloyes parts are CAD designed and manufactured using premium materials. Each
part is extensively tested for function, fitment, and durability to ensure optimal performance
Refer to our online catalog for detailed application-specific information Keep your engine's
valve train in perfect time with Cloyes, the world leader in timing drive systems. Gates Timing
Belt. Resistant to abrasion and heat. Gates Timing Belt Kit. Mitsuboshi Timing Belt. M
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elling Timing Belt. Features: Melling provides timing belts for both domestic and import vehicle
applications. Each belt is manufactured from quality synthetic polymers to provide resistance to
heat, stretching, belt shear, climate conditions, and abrasion to assure dependable operation
throughout the belts service life. Melling recommends a new timing belt with every engine
rebuild as well as periodic belt replacement for high mileage vehicles. Belt replacement is a
small investment compared to an engine replacement due to a damaged, stretched or broken
timing belt. Notes: Professional -- New; Interference engine application. Bando Timing Belt Camshaft. Beck Arnley Timing Belt. Flennor Timing Belt. Notes: Automotive Timing Belt -Interference engine application. Features: Manufactured to meet or exceed OEM specifications.
API Timing Belt. Cloyes B Timing Belt. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Isuzu Rodeo. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Catalog: C. Catalog: H. Catalog: N. Catalog: P.

